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Rahul Mondal
Have you ever noticed 
colours fading before 
your eyes? All of a sud-
den, you are experienc-
ing a transformation 
into a retro life and real-
izing the significance of 
the journey. As you are 
getting through it, you 
are experiencing nos-
talgia, understanding, 
touch, and presence. We 
had a similar experi-
ence when our universi-
ty took us to Chitrabani 
Film Institute for an in-
dustry visit. P4

According to psychologists, 
nearly 85 per cent of people 
across the world don’t like 
Test cricket. The amount of 
time required to complete a 
Test Match is basically the 
reason behind not liking 
this format.
 A Test match 
does not lend itself to too 
many sixes and fours! 
 As a result, a Test 
match is less enjoyable for 
some fans .P4

Industry visit to 
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Are Test matches 
too boring?
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Brainware is the BEST!

A trailblazing journey
Rahul Mondal 

When I was scouting for a university 
after finishing school, I zeroed in on 
Brainware for the very reasons that it 
made headlines last week and bagged 
the award for best university by the 
Times of India group. In its April 29 
edition, the newspaper wrote:
“Brainware University Kolkata is 
a part of the 33-year-old legacy of 
excellence of education, the Brain-
ware Group.The University started 
in 2016 with the aim of contributing 
to nation-building through research, 
innovation and quality education at 
affordable fees.
 Brainware University is 
a UGC-recognised, private state uni-
versity in West Bengal, offering over 
55 PhD, PG, UG Diploma and Skills 
programmes on its state-of-the-art, 
sprawling, green, ragging-free cam-
pus.
 It is the brainchild of 
Mr Phalguni Mookhopadhayay, the 
Founder-Chancellor whose acumen 
and vision have transformed the Uni-

versity into one of the best crucibles of 
learning in a short period of five years.
The global learning campus at Barasat 
is home to over 12000 students. The 
university has created an exceptional 
placement record; right from the in-
ception the number never fell below 
90%. The pro-active placement team 
works around the clock to achieve 
the magic figure of 100% placement, 
and have successfully placed 98% in 
2021. The state-of-the-art infrastruc-
ture offers modern laboratories with 
advanced research facilities, an ex-
clusive research and innovation cell, 
business incubation cell manned by 
the best of the bests, a pro-active cam-
pus-to-corporate team, industry-hos-
pital-institute tie ups for hands-on 
training, physical and mental wellness 
support to complete a holistic learning 
experience.”
  The university’s website 
says all this and more and makes us 
students immensely  proud to belong 
to Brainware. According to our Chan-
cellor Sir, Mr Phalguni Mookhopad-
hayay, the university “has been able 

to create state-of-the-art infrastructure 
that is comparable to the best in India. 
We have been able to recruit qualified 
and efficient people in all our depart-
ments. Our academic standards is one 
of the best in the country. Our place-
ment is unmatchable, with 98 per cent 
placements in 2022.”
 When contacted, Mr 
Mrinal Bhattacharya, the head of 
the university’s placement cell, said: 
“Placement figures reflect academic 
excellence, methodical pre-placement 
training, opinion of the recruiters, soft 
skills of the students and many other 
essential traits that had to be imbued 
in a student from day one. In these six 
years, we have achieved a magical 
figure of 98 per cent placements. We 
have also achieved high rating from 
the recruiters. But above all, our stu-
dents are happy because they know 
that will be looked after. And now, we 
have got this award! I thank my col-
leagues in academics, administration, 
accounts, marketing, and placements.   
Without their support we could not 
have come to this level.”

Eureka! A clinic on our campus
Abhisek Chakraborty

The Allied Health Science 
department of Brainware 
University has opened a di-
agnostic clinic on the cam-
pus. msjChronicle spoke to 
the head of the department, 
Dr Animesh Dey on the 
wonderful new facility. Ex-
cerpts from the interview:

Q: Please tell us some-
thing about the diagnostic 
clinic and research centre.
A: The planning for this 
clinic is going since the 
lockdown as the system was 
going online and second, 
we didn’t have such infra-
structure. When the college 
reopened, we started focus-
ing on their practical class-
es so that we could make 
the lab eligible for use as 
clinic. The clinic started on  
March 16 and is registered 
by the Atomic Energy Reg-

ulatory Board of the Gov-
ernment of India.
.
Q: What are the types of 
tests conducted by the 
clinic at present?
A: Firstly, there is an op-
tometry lab where we pro-
vide all types of eye check-
up.
  There is the phys-
iotherapy lab too. In our 
university, there are more 
than 6,000 students and 
teachers and we could see 
a common problem is back 
pain due to sitting in front 
of computers or in class-
es. So if we could provide 
physiotherapy at a low cost, 
everyone could benefit. The 
main target is that all the 
students could get patients 
for their practicals where 
they can do “live” work.
 In these two labs, 
no licence is required. But 
for blood-related work, li-

cence is required. We have 
applied for that license. 
Now under our depart-
mental dean, Dr Gopeswar 
Mukherjee, who is a pathol-
ogist, we are running this 
clinic.
 We also have 
MRIT (Medical Radiogra-
phy Imaging Technology), 
which means X-ray. We 
have a lab at the basement 
of the engineering building 
where all types of X-ray are 
done.

Q: Who can avail of these 
lab facilities?
A: All the students and fac-
ulty members of Brainware 
University can use this lab. 

Q: Is there any time 
schedule for this lab?
A: It is open from 9am till 
6pm.
Q: How do we get an ap-

pointment?
A: There is a registration 
form which has to be filled 
up first, one day prior to the 
appointment.

Q: Are there any charges 
for this lab?
A: Yes, there is a minimum 
charge. For example, an 
eye check-up outside costs 
Rs100 but in our clinic it is 
Rs 50. In case of X-ray, the 
minimum price outside is 
Rs 200 or Rs 300 but in our 
lab it costs Rs100.

Q: Are these tests done by 
experts or some students?
A: This is done by the stu-
dents under the guidance 
of expert faculties but the 
blood sample collecting is 
done by the teachers. The 
eye check-up is done by 
the students and the results 
checked by the experts.

Vianca Dhar catches up 
with Brainware University 
registrar Mahua Pal for an 
interview. 
Excerpts:

Question: What do you 
think makes Brainware 
University special?

Answer: Brainware 
University was launched 
in 2016, but the Brainware 
Group started in the year 
1990. So the parent group 
is Brainware. From the 
very beginning our team 
was very friendly, very 
professional so from the 
first day our motto was 
student’s satisfaction. 
We focused on student’s 
satisfaction. 
 We teach all 
the students to their 
satisfaction level. We 
not only teach them but 
also take responsibility 
for placing them. So you 
can say it is the USP of 
Brainware. We are very 
focused on student’s 
satisfaction; that’s why 
we are growing year by 
year and we are now a 
university.
  Another point 
I want to add is the 
fees. Since the student’s 
are pursuing various 
programmes, from the 
beginning we have stuck to 
the principle that the course 
fee should be affordable, 
so that the middle-income 
families  or the parents can 
afford the course fees.

Q: Please tell us some 
interesting facts about 
this university?

A: Some interesting 
facts I can tell you as a 
student’s education is our 
responsibility, we have a 
social responsibility too. 
We have adopted five 
villages that are near the 
campus. We regularly 
communicate with the 

villagers. We have trained 
them in mushroom 
cultivation. Fifteen family 
members have already 
been trained in mushroom 
cultivation. They are 
selling this product in the 
nearby market.
 This is one 
project we have done.  The 
second project is rainwater 
harvesting. We have 
already constructed two 
large tanks. Since water 
was a problem in some 
places, and also because 
it is a  very arsenic-prone 
area, rainwater harvesting 
can save the children. 

Q: How do you feel now 
that Brainware has 
got the Times Business 
Award?
A: I am happy but not 
surprised. I am not surprised 
because I have been a 
witness, and possibly, in 
my own small way have 
contributed to the magical 
growth of Brainware. How 
did we do it? In hindsight, 
it now seems too easy. Get 
a good team in place, look 
after the people, work 
hard and support them 
with a state-of-the-art 
infrastructure. No magic 
wand but a few easy steps 
and then you become one of 
the top universities in India. 
Thanks to my team.

(Left): Brainware University Chancellor Phalguni Mookhopadhayay 
receives the Times of India Business Award 2022 for the best university 
in education, infrastructure and placement on April 26, 2022 at the 
ITC Royal Bengal, Kolkata. Accompanying him on stage are Mrinal 
Bhattacharya, head of the university’s placement cell and group manager 
Subrata Pal. 

(Above): Team Brainware, comprising those who attended the award 
ceremony. Later, Mr Bhattacharya said, ‘Although, we could bring only 
ten of our senior colleagues, I am sure all 700+ members and over 6000 
students of Brainware were clapping when our Chancellor Phalguni 
Mookhopadhayay, Subrata Pal and I went up to receive the award.’

What makes 
us special?

  Chancellor Phalguni Mookhopadhayay 

   Mahua Pal 

  Static cycle 

   X - ray machine 

Freshers’ welcome 
2021. P2

DASVI
film review. P4 
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The Fresher’s Welcome 2022
	 ম�ৌসু�ী	দাস	 ম�ৌসু�ী	দাস 

	 সদ্য	কলেলে	ভর ত্ি	হওযা	
ছাত্রছাত্রীলদর	 রিলেষ	আকষতিণ	 থালক	
মে	 রিষযগুলোর	 উপর,	 ্ার	 �ল্্য	
অন্য্�	 কলেে	 মরেসাসতি।	 সলি�াত্র	
সু্লের	 পাঠ	 চুরকলয	 েখন	 ভািরছ	
মকান	 কলেলে	 ভর ত্ি	 হি?	 ্খন	
মথলকই	 �লন	 �লন	 কল্পনা	 করল্	
থারক	 মক�ন	 হলি	 কলেে	 েীিন!	
গল্প,	আড্া,	িনু্ত্ব,	মরে�,	 রসরনযার,	
েুরনযার,	ক্যানরিন,	 মরেসাসতি,	কলেে	
মেস্ট	আর	সলগে	পডালোনা,	পরীক্া	
এসলির	 �ল্্য	 রদলয	 কখন	 মে	
কলেলের	রদন	গুলো	মকলি	োয	িুলে	
ওঠা	 োয	 না।	 ্লি	 কলেলে	 ভর ত্ি	
হওযার	 পর	 এই	 অরভজ্ঞ্াগুলোর	
স্াদ	 মপল্	 আ�ালদর	 স�য	 মেলগ	
মগে	রোয	মদড	িছর।
	 	 কারণ	 দুভতিাগ্যিে্	
আ�ালদর	 কলেে	 োইে	 শুরু	 হয	
কলরাণায	 েকডাউলনর	 �ল্্য।	
্াই	 মরেসাসতি	 রনলয	 মে	 আো	
কলর	 মরলখরছো�	 মসিা	 গ্িছর	
অনোইলনই	পূরণ	কলর	রনল্	হলযলছ।	
আ�ালদর	 রসরনযররা	 অনোইলনর	
�া্্যল�	 মরেসাসতিলক	 ে্িা	 সম্ভি	
আকষতিণীয	 কলর	 ্ুলেরছে।	 নাচ,	
গান,	আিৃরতির	�ল্্য	 রদলয	অেনাইন	
মরেসালসতি	 এক	 অন্যরক�	 অরভজ্ঞ্া	
অেতিন	কলররছো�।	সিরকছুর	পলরও	
মকাথাও	 না	 মকাথাও	 রগলয	 একিা	
খা�র্	মেন	মথলক	রগলযরছে।	হযল্া	
মসিা	ভাচুতিযাে	রছে	িলেই।	
	 	 	 	 	 ্াই	 কলেে	
মখাোর	পর	েখন	শুনো�	আ�ালদর	
েুরনযারলদর	 মরেসালসতির	 দারযত্ব	
আ�ালদর	এিং	আ�ালদর	রসরনযরলদর	
উপর,	্ খনই	রঠক	কলর	মেলেরছো�,	
মে	 খা�র্	 আ�রা	 অনুভি	 কলররছ	
মসিা	 রবি্ীয	িার	আর	হল্	মদওযা	
োলি	না।	আ�ালদর	স্যার-�্যা�	আর	
রসরনযরলদর	 সহলোরগ্ায	 সুন্দর	
একিা	 মরেসালসতির	 পররকল্পনা	 শুরু	
হে।	 ্লি	আ�ালদর	 মথলকও	 মিরে	
উৎসারহ্	 রছে	 োলদর	 মরেসাসতি	
মদওযা	 হলি	 ্ারা	 অথতিাৎ	 আ�ালদর	
েুরনযাররা।	 মরেসালসতির	 ্থাকরথ্	
রনয�	অনুোযী	 রসরনযররাই	পারে�তি	

কলরই	েুরনযলদর	এন্ারলিইন	কলর।	
রকন্তু	আ�ালদর	েুরনযাররা	মসই	রেথা	
মভলে	 রনলেরাই	 পারে�তি	 করল্	
এরগলয	এে।
	 রোয	 দুিছর	 পর	
আিার	 কলেে	 মরেসাসতি,	 সিার	
�ল্্যই	 ্াই	 একিা	 রিলেষ	 উৎসাহ	
এিং	 উলতিেনা।	 এভালিই	 প্্যারনং,	
রোকরিস,	 র্রিপ্ট,	 এরডি	 এসলির	
�ল্্য	 রদলযই	 উপরথি্	 হে	 মসই	
রিলেষ	 রদন।	 কলেলে	 মপঁরছলযই	
মদরখ	 এলক	 এলক	 োরড	 পাঞ্ারিল্	
সুন্দর	 মসলে	সিাই	আসলছ।	সিার	
�ুলখই	 র�রটি	 একিা	 হারস।	 রদনিা	
মকালনা	 পূলো	 িা	 অনুষ্ালনর	 মথলক	
রকছু	 ক�	 �লন	 হরছিে	 না।	 অণতিি	
স্যালরর	একিা	সুন্দর	গান	রদলয	শুরু	
হে	মরেসাসতি।
	 	 ্ারপর	 এলক	 এলক	
ে্াব্ী	�্যা�,	সুদীপ্া	�্যাল�র	অভথতিনার	
�ল্্য	 রদলয	 এরগলয	 চেে	 মরেসাসতি	
ওলযেকা�।	 সঞ্ােনার	 দারযলত্ব	
রছে	 স্াগ্া,	 মকৌস্তি	 আর	 রিকাে	
দা।	রেথল�ই	অরমি্া,	্লপাো	আর	
ররেযরতিনীর	গ্ৰুপ	ডান্স	পারের�্যালন্সই	
সিাই	 রিরমি্।	 অসম্ভি	 এনারেতিরিক	
একিা	 পারের�্যান্স	 রছে।	 রেথ�	
পারের�্যালন্সই	 আভাস	 মপলযরছো�	
এিালরর	 মরেসাসতি	 েল�	 োলি।	 মেন	
ইরগে্	 রদরছিে	 ‘আলগ	 আলগ	 মদলখা	
মহা্া	মহ	মকযা	‘।	এরপলরই	স�ীর	
রনলের	আিৃরতির	�ল্্য	রদলয	সকলের	
�ন	রেল্	রনে।
	 	 ্ারপরই	 রছে	
ইন্দ্ররেল্র	 স্ট্যান্ড	 উপ	 কল�রড।	
একিু	 একিু	 নাভতিাস	 থাকলেও	
মস্টলে	উলঠ	পারের�্যালন্স	িারে�া্	
কলর	 রদলযলছ।	 ওর	 এক	 একিা	
মোকলসর	 পলরই	 হারসর	 দ�ক	
উঠরছে।	 ্ারপরই	 রভযাঙ্া	 অসম্ভি	
সুন্দর	 গালন	 �ন	 ভররলয	 রদে।	
এসলির	 �ালেই	 মরেসালসতির	 রেথা	
অনুোযী	মগাোপ,মপন,		চকলেি	আর	
একিা	কলর	সফ্ট	র্রংক	মদওযা	হে	
েুরনযারলদর।	এরপর	অনন্যার	দারুণ	
একিা	করি্া	আিৃরতিল্	ম�ারহ্	হলয	
পডো�।	 	 ্ারপরই	 রছে	 একিা	
োন	মগ�	আর	রকছু	র��স।	মগ�লস	
রকছু	 কু্	 মদওযা	 রছে	 আর	 মসিা	

মদলখই	মগস	করল্	হলযরছে।	সরঠক	
উতির	রদলেই	থাকলি	রিলেষ	উপহার।	
আর	 মসই	 রিলেষ	 উপহারিা	 রছে	
অণতিি	স্যালরর	হাল্	 মপর্রি	খাওযা।	
মিে	 �োদার	 রছে	 ি্যাপারিা।	
এরপরই	 রছে	 সুরের্ক,	 আেতিলদি,	
কৃলণেনু্দ,	 মদিকাতি,	 দীপ,	 সন্দীপ্া,	
ন্যারন্স,	দীযা	আর	পালযলের	সিলথলক	
�োদার	আর	 ইউরনক	একিা	গ্ৰুপ	
পারের�্যান্স।	 ‘রের	 মহরা	 মেরর’র	
মসই	 রিখ্যা্	পারের�্যান্স	 ‘এ	 ম�রর	
েহরাোরি’র	ররররিলযেন।	এ্	সুন্দর	
একিা	�োদার	পারের�্যান্স	মদখার	
পর	অসম্ভি	এনারেতিরিক	একিা	ড্যান্স	
পারের�্যান্স	রনলয	এলসরছে	র্যাসা।	
্ারপরই	 রছে	 স�ীলরর	 স্ট্যান্ড	
কল�রড	আর	ম�ৌররেযা	ক্ারসকাে	ডান্স	
পারের�্যান্স।	সিলেলষ	দীপ,	রেীর্ে	

আর	 মদিকাতির	 �ন	 ভালো	 কলর	
মদওযা	গালনর	পারের�্যান্স।	হলের	
সি	 আলো	 রনরভলয	 েখন	 সিাই	
মোলনর	ফ্্যাস	জ্ারেলয	গালনর	সালথ	
্াে	 র�রেলয	 গান	 গাইরছে,	 �লন	
হরছিে	আর�	কলেলের	 মরেসালসতি	 না	
মকালনা	 র�উরেক	 কনসালিতি	 দারঁডলয	
আরছ।
	 আ�ালদর	 মরেসালসতি	 মে	
খা�র্	 অনুভি	 কলররছো�	 মসিা	
এিালর	 পূরণ	কলর	 রনো�।	অসম্ভি	
সুন্দর	একিা	রদন	কািাো�।	এইসি	
রদনগুলোই	আ�ালদর	�লন	দাগ	মকলি	
োয।
	 	 িারড	 রেরল্	 রেরল্	
েখন	ঐরদলনর	 রিরভন্ন	 �ুহূল ত্ির	 ছরি	
গুলো	 মদখরছো�	 মঠাঁলির	 মকালণ	
একিা	 হােকা	 হারস	 মেলগই	 রছে।	

আে	 মথলক	 িহুিছর	 পর	 েখন	
মোলনর	 গ্যাোরর	 ঘািল্	 ঘািল্	
এই	ছরি	গুলো	মচালখর	সা�লন	চলে	
আসলি।	্ খন	এই	রদলনর	মৃির্চারণ	
করল্	 করল্	 ওই	 হারসিাই	 েুলি	
উঠলি	মঠালঁির	মকালণ।

           			রক		আনন্দ					রক		আনন্দ		  
	 রেচণ্ড	উলতিেনা	 ,আনন্দ,	
ও	 হােকা	 ভয	 রনলয	 অলনক	 ন্ুন	
�ুহূল ত্ির	অরভজ্ঞ্ার	সমু্খীন	হওযার	
একরি	 রদন	 রছে	 আ�ালদর	 র�রডযা	
সাইন্স	 রডপািতিল�লন্র	 নিীনিরলনর	
রদনরি।	 	আ�ালদর	এই	 রডপািতিল�ন্	
্ুেনা�ূেকভালি	মছাট্ট	একিা	পররিার	
োর	 �ূেস্তম্ভ	 হলেন	 	আ�ালদর	 sir	
ও	 mam	 রা।	 এনারা	 রেল্্যকরদন	
রনলের	আদর	-	েত্ন	ও	রেক্া	রদলয	

একিু	একিু	কলর	িারডলয	্ুলেলছন	
আ�ালদর	সকেলক।	
	 এিছর	 আ�ালদর	 এই	
মছাট্ট	পররিাররিলক		িারডলয	্ুেল্	
আরও	 রকছু	 �ানুষ	 আ�ালদর	 �ল্্য	
উপরথি্	 হলযলছ	 আর	 ্ালদরলক	
আপন	কলর	 মনওযারই	এক	রেলচটিা	
হলো	 এই	 নিীনিরণ	 অনুষ্ান	 ।	
এরদন	 সকলে	 আ�রা	 নাচ-গান	
খাওযা-দাওযা	ও	রেচুর	আনন্দ	কলর	
রকছু	 স�য	 কারিলযরছ	 ো	 আ�ালদর	
সকলের	কালছ	এক	অ�ূে্য	মৃির্	হলয	
রলয	োলি।
	 এিার	 এই	 পুলরা	
অনুষ্ানরি	সঞ্ােনা	দারযত্ব	পলড	রছে	
আ�ার	ও	আ�ার	িনু্র	ওপর	।	রকন্তু	
শু্ু	নাল�ই	আ�রা	 ,	আ�ালদর	এই	
কােিা	সমূ্ণতি	করল্	সাহাে্য	কলরলছ	

আ�ালদর	পুলরা	রডপািতিল�ন্।	আ�রা	
েখনই	ই্স্ত্	কলররছ	্খনই	রপছন	
রেলর	 মদলখরছ	একগুছি	হারস	 �ুখিা	
সিস�য	আ�ালদর	 িলেলছ	 	 “মকান	
ভয	 মনই	 আ�রা	 আরছ”	 ।	 	 আর�	
রেথ�	মথলকই	একিু	ভয	পারছিো�।	
্াই	 অনুষ্ান	 শুরুর	 আলগ	 েখন	
অস্রথি	 হরছিলো	 ্খন	 আ�ার	 িনু্	
আর	 sir	 	 হারস�ুলখ	 িলেরছলেন	 ,	
“রকছুি	 হলি	 	 আ�রা	 োরন	 ম্ারা	
পাররি”।	 এই	 একিা	 কথা	 আ�ায	
সাহস	 েুরগলযলছ	 আর	 মসই	 সাহস	
আ�ার	 ভযলক	 	 	 হাররলয	 আ�ার	
মভ্লরর	 রোলণাছিে্া	 মক	 োরগলয	
্ুলেলছ।
	 অিলেলষ	 সিার	
সহলোরগ্ায	আর�	আর	আ�ার	িনু্	
র�লে	 একেন	 আলরকেলনর	 পালে	
মথলক	ভীষণ	আনন্দ	কলর	অনুষ্ানরি	
সম্ন্ন	কলররছ।	আ�ালদর	�ল্্য	আসা	
ন্ুন	 ভাই-মিালনরা	 	 	 এ্	 সুন্দর	
নাচ	 গান	 কলর	 আ�ালদর	 সকেলক	
�ার্লয	মরলখরছে	মে	আ�রা	িুেল্ই	
পারররন	 মকাথা	 মথলক	 র্ন	 	 ঘন্া	
স�য	 অর্িারহ্	 হলযলগরছে।	আর	
এভালিই	মহলস	মখলে	এই	অনুষ্ানরি	
আ�ালক	 অলনক	 িড	 রেক্া	 রদলয	
মগলছ,	মে	রেক্ারি	হলো	মস	কখলনাই	
একা	 রকছু	 করা	 সম্ভি	 নয	 পালের	
�ানুষগুলো	েরদ	েক্ত	কলর	হা্	্লর	
সাহস	মোগায	্াহলে	মকালনা	রকছুই	

আর	অসম্ভি	িলে	�লন	হযনা।
	 -	স্াগ্	রায	 -	স্াগ্	রায
Hi. My  stage name is Shine. I 
am a first year student of Me-
dia Science and Journalism at 
Brainware University.
On April 4, our seniors ar-
ranged a freshers’ party in our 
college to welcome us. I took 
part in the programme by do-
ing a solo dance performance. I 
would like to thank our teachers 
who gave me the opportunity. 
 To be honest, in our 
university, the audience is very 
supportive and cooperative and 
also charming. I had this stage 
show after about a year, but I 
did not feel any fear or anxiety. 
The concert vibe was palpable 
and I was relaxed and ready.
 In my 14 years of 
dance, I have rarely got this 
type of audience. I am very 
lucky. Before I took the stage, 
Arnab Sir told me I looked like 
a little Michael Jackson. 
  That made my day. 
I was delighted to perform and 
be a part of this party .
         Tiyasa Neogy 

Short story: Train to Titagarh 
Aiyushe Maity

In the previous episodes 
– Orthodox Suman en-
counters his former lover 
Priyanka in a train com-
partment. Years ago, they 
fell in love on Facebook 
when Priyanka sent Suman 
a friend request. As all sto-
ries end, the first chapter of 
their love story ended quite 
abruptly but even after so 
many years Suman still 
seems to be in love with 
her. On the other hand, 
Priyanka seems to have 
moved on and is now on 
the train with a child who 
could possibly be her son. 
How will the second chap-
ter of their story end? In a 
different compartment, an 
ambitious corporate wom-
an named Anamika silently 
admires the life of happily 
married Savita who runs a 
tea stall with her husband. 
Savita also seems to adore 
the fast-paced corporate 
life Anamika is leading. 
Are they seeing the truth 
or are they unaware of 
the rose-tinted window 
blinding them? In the ladies 
compartment of the same 
train several women from 
different backgrounds are 
seen pondering or making 
assumptions about each 
other on the basis of their 
own insecurities. Different 
compartments, all filled 
with different stories and 
emotions, but how will it 
all end when the train sud-
denly stops? 
 Soumya stared 
outside cluelessly while 
listening to his favourite 
playlist on Spotify. “When 
the party’s over” by Billie 
was playing on full blast in 
his ears and with every beat 
drop he could hear his heart 
pounding. His mind was 
a blank canvas scribbled 
with all kind of thoughts 
and memories, the ones 
that he wished he could 
forget, like how his mother 
died while giving birth to 
him, how he was physical-
ly abused at a small age but 
had to keep mum, how he 

never had a real friend with 
whom he could share a few 
good laughs, how the girl 
he loved the most left him 
when he was at his worst 
and how he tried to end his 
own life twice but failed 
miserably. 
His brain was like a stair-
case of a forsaken fortress 
dark, spirally and fragile. 
Today, Soumya was re-
turning to his childhood 
house in Titagarh and no, 
he wasn’t returning to in-
dulge in nostalgia or to 
relive his stress-free child-
hood memories. His lit-
tle venture had a motive 
which was evil and mali-
cious. There is a small but 
extremely deep well near 
Soumya’s ancestral land, 
when he was 7 years old, 
he had learnt that someone 
jumped in the well to end 
their miserable life and the 
lifeless body pulled out 
from the well was proof 
that they succeeded. Ever 
since then, small Soumya 
was very curious as to 
what is at the end of the 
well and wanted to jump 
in to find out whether there 
was a monster. Or was 
there a portal that takes 
you to fairyland? Now, 14 
years later, he is returning 
to find the answers behind 
his childhood fantasies. 
           Soumya’s eyes were 
tearing up. How did he be-
come so hateful? Maybe 
he wasted so much love 
on others that he had none 
left for himself. Soumya 
believes that things might 
have been different if his 
mother was still alive. He 
never saw his mother or 
felt the warmth of her bo-
som which left a void in 
him. 
 His father was a 
stern and stubborn man in-
capable of providing him 
with the love and affection 
he needed. Soumya always 
felt guilty that it was be-
cause of him that his fa-
ther was deprived of his 
wife’s presence. When he 
was very small, sometimes 
his grandmother would 

talk about his mother. He 
doesn’t remember all the 
stories but one in partic-
ular is his favourite. His 
mother was obsessed with 
butterflies and used to try 
her best to catch them and 
always ended up failing 
which used to make her 
terribly sad and in order to 
cope with that she used to 
paint skies in the colours 
of the butterfly’s wings. 
“I couldn’t catch the little 
pretty thing but I did cap-
ture her surreal beauty and 
vibrant colours. I win” she 
used to say. 
 A tear rolled down 
his cheeks; he wiped it off 
very quickly and silently 
so that no one could see 
it but he wondered if any-
body could hear his heart 
screaming in pain and de-
spair. A loud thud and the 
train stopped, the sudden 
jerk shook off all the pas-
sengers and soon enough 
a commotion began. Why 
did the train suddenly stop 
at a random place? 
 The confused pas-
sengers started discussing 
amongst themselves while 
Soumya sat there silently 
and unbothered. It was as if 
he didn’t belong there, he 
didn’t exist, as if he was a 
living phantom. One of the 
passengers jumped off the 
train to figure out what was 
happening. He returned af-
ter a few minutes with bad 
news. The train would stay 
at standstill for the next 
two hours because some-
one had taken their own 
life on the tracks. Suddenly 
Soumya’s interest peaked, 
he stood up, jumped off the 
train and started walking 
towards the direction of 
the ill-fated incident. He 
was curious as to what he 
would see, another fellow 
stranger who doesn’t know 
him and he doesn’t know 
them but somehow, they 
both know how cruel life 
can be. 
 Death is a funny 
thing, isn’t it? How some-
one’s still body can stop 
the life flow of others. 

From afar he could see a 
huge crowd. 
 Soumya slow-
ly made his way through 
the crowd and his eyes 
met the very disturbing 
view.   S o m e -
how it didn’t bother him 
at all because in his mind, 
he was visualizing himself 
at the same spot and that 
gave him so much peace 
and freedom. His hazel 
green eyes filled up with 
tears, his cheeks flushed 
and there was a soft smile 
on his lips. Suddenly his 
thoughts were interrupted, 
he saw something, a small 
yellow butterfly fluttering 
over the dead body. 
 Soumya’s pu-
pil dilated and he gasped, 
something in him changed. 
The butterfly flew away 
and Soumya could not sup-
press the urge to follow it. 
Soumya chased the butter-
fly like a mad man. It was a 
long chase which ended up 
in futility. He was unable 
to keep up with the viscous 
little creature. He stood 
huffing and puffing in the 
middle of an unknown land 
surrounded by water. Sud-
denly he noticed the sky, 
it was yellow and red just 
like the butterfly’s wings. 
Soumya sat down on his 
knees, hands on his chest 
and screamed “Did you 
paint the sky for me Ma? 
Did you?”Soumya started 
sobbing ferociously but 
slowly his sobs faded away 
and he sat there in utter si-
lence. 
 While he stared 
at the sky, he assured to 
himself that the man who 
gave up on his life could 
never witness the beautiful 
sunset today, he missed the 
opportunity to witness how 
the wind was playing with 
the cloud today and how 
the sun was slowly fading 
into the sky, creating the 
most beautiful shade of or-
ange tint. “I want to live; 
I want to live for the sky,” 
Soumya said out loud. He 
smiled. But this time there 
were no tears in his eyes.

Episode 4: BUTTERFLY

Citizen journalism and its future!

১৪২৯১৪২৯
সলহেী	মঘাষসলহেী	মঘাষ

হােখা্ার	িছরিা-
পুনরায	চলে	এে।	

হলযলছ	রক	মকালনা	পররি্তিন?	
রারেেে,	েগ্ন,	নক্ত্র-

চন্দ্র,	সূেতি,	গ্ৰহ,	্ারা	র�ররি্	এ	
েগৎ

পররির্তি্	হলছি	ক্লণ	ক্লণ,	
রকংিা	মে্যার্ষীর	কাছ	মথলক

েে	সংগ্ৰহ,	ভাগ্যচরি।	
কেকারখানা,	ি্যািসারযক	

মদাকানপালি
চেলছ	্ূ�্া�	উৎসি।	
আিার	ন্ুন	মপাোলকর	

স�াহালর
েেতিরর্,	রনপীরড্	দাররদ্্য	

ভােন।	
পররির্তি্	হযরন	মকিে	
মসইসকে	�ানুষেন।	

হােখা্ার	িছরিা	পুনরায
আিার	চলে	আসলি,	চলে	োলি।	
রকন্তু	পররি্তিন	রক	সর্্যই	হলি!
্াও	গো	উঁচু	কলর	িেল্	হলি

শুভ	নিিষতি।

Aritra Mitra

The Department of Media 
Science and Journalism, 
Brainware University, or-
ganised an international 
webinar on April 2, 2022, 
in collaboration with Ch-
aoyang University of Tech-
nology, Taichung, Taiwan 
on Citizen Journalism in 
the Digital Age. 
 Radovan Skultety, 
Professor, Chaoyang Uni-
versity of Technology, Tai-
chung, Taiwan and Dipan-
jan Sinha, an independent 
journalist based in Kolk-
ata, were the speakers at 
the programme. The event 
was attended by the stu-
dents of both the universi-
ties. 
 While discussing 
about citizen journalism, 
Sinha pointed out the de-
mocratisation of news in 
this digital age which has 
blurred the line between 
professional journalism 
and citizen journalism. He 

also noted that the future 
of citizen journalism lies 
in collaboration with me-
dia houses as both are here 
to stay. 
 Taking a cue from 
Sinha’s discussion, Profes-
sor Skultety spoke about 
the media scenario in Tai-
wan. He informed the au-
dience about the open in-
ternet platform for citizen 
journalists - PeoPo. 
The students enjoyed 
the enlightening session 
which was followed by a 
question-answer segment. 
Several students from 
Brainware University were 
eager to ask questions. 
Students of Chaoyang Uni-
versity also had questions 
of their own, making it an 
engrossing session.
 This is possibly 
the first time that students 
of Brainware Universi-
ty had the opportunity to 
interact along with their 
peers from another coun-
try. 

In search of India’s first 
published newspaper

Aritra Mitra

Do you know that there is a 
similarity between Facebook 
and Hicky’s Bengal Gazette? 
Both are a medium for democ-
ratising people and creating 
conflicts among them at the 
same time. The only difference 
is that social media is a pres-
ent-day phenomena and James 
Augustus Hicky’s newspaper 
was founded in 1780.
 The department of 
Media Science and Journalism, 
along with the Central Library, 

Brainware University, organ-
ised an international webinar 
on Hicky’s Pioneering Ga-
zette and the Advent of Mod-
ern Journalism on April 14, 
2022. Dr Andrew Otis, Uni-
versity of Maryland, USA, a 
Fulbright fellow and author of 
Hicky’s Bengal Gazette: The 
Untold Story of India’s First 
Published Newspaper was the 
guest speaker, in conversation 
with another Fulbright fellow, 
Sudipta Bhattacharjee, Adjunct 
Professor of Media Science 
and Journalism.  

Dr Otis shared various interest-
ing insights from his research 
on Hicky’s Gazette. He point-
ed out how Hicky’s publication 
was an exception as it provided 
three columns above the fold 
(the most important part of a 
newspaper) to  a woman named 
Old Nell, a gardener, when the 
news space was male-dominat-
ed. 
Dr Otis also shared intriguing 
incidents about the time when 
Hicky got intro trouble when 
he launched a scathing per-
sonal attack on then Gover-
nor-General Warren Hastings. 
 Hicky had a tre-
mendous impact on the field 
of journalism during that time. 
Ganga Kishore Bhattacharya, 
the first Indian to own a news-
paper by the name of Bengal 
Gazette, worked with Ferris, 
one of Hicky’s assistants. 
 The enlightening 
talk by Dr Otis was followed 
by an enlivening interactive 
session where the students 
asked several questions about 
his research. 

  Swagata Roy Tiyasa Neogy
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3  Creative Surge 
Marilyn Monroe. Illustration by Shampa Dey 

   In quest of peace. Oil painting by Paromita Das

Resplendent roses. Picture by Sunita Sahoo

  Green tailed Sunbird (Male). Picture by Debkanta Banerjee 
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 Turning over a new leaf . Picture by Farha Sultana 
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4 Entertainment, sports 

From Will Smith to Rihanna, Britney Spears to BTS 
fans, Aiyushe Maity serves the gossip of the stars on 

a delectable platter

2) Rumours regarding ASAP Rocky and Rihanna’s relationship have 
surfaced. For the last few days, social media is going crazy over the news 
that ASAP Rocky has allegedly cheated on Rihanna with designer Amina 
Muaddi. Amina has denied the rumours and even though there haven’t been 
any response from the couple, ASAP Rocky and Rihanna were noticed 
escaping for a vacation to Barbados.

4) Hailey Bieber has requested Selena Gomez fans to stop trolling her after 
her recent post was flooded with mean comments. In a recent video, Hailey 
Bieber was seen sharing her views saying that she is sick and tired of being 
trolled and it’s hurtful because so much time has gone by and yet she is 
being harassed everyday. unchanged 

6) Britney Spears showed off her baby bump in a new sweet home vid-
eo. Her fiancé Sam Asghari finally broke the silence about the pregnancy 
rumors by posting on Instagram, “Marriage and kids are a natural part of 
a strong relationship filled with love and respect. Fatherhood is something 
I have always looked forward to and I don’t take lightly. It is the most 
important job I will ever do.” He posted a photo of an illustration of a lion 
and lioness with their cub — a sweet nod to Spears, whom he calls his 
“lioness.”

8) Lizzo shared an unedited naked picture of herself to encourage her fans 
to accept their bodies the way they are. Lizzo has always been a huge advo-
cate for body positivity and this bold move of her has undoubtedly inspired 
her fans and other people to finally accept that social media can be fake 
sometimes and we are all beautiful in our own ways.

1) The month of April was filled with glamour, glitz and more because two 
of the most sensational events of Hollywood aired during the month — the 
Academy (Oscar) Awards and the Grammy. The events delivered a fair 
share of chic and equally controversial moments. Will Smith slapped Chris 
Rock while he was still on stage hosting the Oscars, which caused a lot of 
buzz. In comparison to the Oscars, the most entertaining and noteworthy 
Grammy moment of 2022 was Doja Cat hastily running to the stage to 
receive her award because she was in the restroom when her name was 
announced! 

3) BTS fans have been biting their nails over the decision of the boys’ 
mandatory military service which would be finalized by April, 2022. The 
team members have conveyed the message to their fans that they would ac-
cept the call of duty when the nation calls them and their decision remains 
unchanged 

5) After much wait and anticipation, Cardi B fans are overjoyed to finally 
catch a glimpse of Cardi B’s 7-month-old baby boy after she shared a pic-
ture of her adorable child on Instagram. Later on, her husband and rapper 
Offset shared an adorable picture revealing the name of their baby as the 
caption: “Wave Set Cephus”

7) Kim Kardashian has hinted at having a baby with Pete Davidson. Kim 
already has 4 kids with her ex-husband Kanye West but recently she 
dropped subtle signs that she might soon enough welcome a new member 
into her family. The reality star’s hint came while she played a question 
game with her family during an interview with “Access”. The Kardashian 
clan was asked which of Kris Jenner’s daughters will have six kids, like her. 
In response, everyone held up a photo of Kourtney Kardashian, but Kim 
held up two photos: one of Kourtney, and one of herself.

Chitrabani Film Institute -
 A pleasure learning its history 

Rahul Mondal

Have you ever noticed co-
lours fading before your 
eyes? All of a sudden, you 
are experiencing a transfor-
mation into a retro life and 
realizing the significance 
of the journey. As you are 
getting through it, you are 
experiencing nostalgia, 
understanding, touch, and 
presence. We had a similar 
experience when our uni-
versity took us to Chitrabani 
Film Institute for an industry 
visit. A contrast of life can 
be discerned in the presence 
of old historic instruments 

and the young life. 
 There are many 
black and white photos in 
this article. This picture was 
taken to demonstrate how an 
old-fashioned approach can 
be combined with a mod-
ern one. A resemblance of 
the past could be seen in the 
hall and rooms of the build-
ing. A sense of time passed 
through them. New micro-
phones, mic stands, or mic 
boxes were not replaced. 
 All students and 
teachers reached Esplanade 
as soon as the trip began. 
Our Chitrabani teachers 
guided us from there. After 

arriving at the Chitrabani 
Film Institute, the assistant 
director greeted us and of-
fered us seats in the lecture 
hall immediately. As we 
awaited the director’s intro-
duction, we eagerly antici-
pated her remarks.
 The director ar-
rived and started telling us 
the history behind the film 
institute. Behind the many 
founding members of the 
Institute was Satyajit Ray. 
Ray advised Father Gaston 
Roberge, founder- direc-
tor of Chitrabani, to start a 
film institute because there 
were no such institute in 

West Bengal which teach-
ers about filmmaking. The 
director also said how Sa-
tyajit Ray had stood where 
he was standing before the 
same microphone and given 
a speech..
 In the name Chi-
trabani, the words ‘Chitra’ 
and ‘bani’ refer to picture 
and voice respectively. This 
was collectively considered 
in terms of what a picture 
describes or tells. As a mov-
ie is primarily defined by its 
frames, which are constantly 
changing, it cannot be con-
sidered a film if the frames 
do not convey a story.

 After the speech by the di-
rector, we started exploring 
every part of the film insti-
tute, starting with the au-
dio studio and the recorder 
room. The essence of pro-
fessionalism can be seen in 
the torn sound reducers in 
the wall. 
 Afterwards, we 
visited the institute’s library. 
In it you will find every type 
of book related to the media, 
filmmaking, sound and pho-
tography industry. It is the 
second largest media library 
in the country. The library 
does not have computers to 
assist you when searching 
for books. There is an index 
box there that was used ear-
lier to find books in the large 
pile of books, but it has not 
been replaced by any com-
puter. 
 Afterwards, we 
were shown a photo library 
where different photogra-
phers had their photos orga-
nized in an orderly manner. 
Nearly one lakh photographs 
were found there that were 
not available on the Inter-
net or anywhere else. As 
Kolkata is so humid, how 
did these photos survive? In 
the library, there is a small 
room where the humidity 
is controlled by two devic-
es. Among the photos were 
many cassettes and record-
ers. These cassettes consist 
of films and videos which 
were made by students at the 
institute, and their authen-
ticity is carefully conveyed 
in that room. 
 During the visit, 
we learned a lot and real-
ized we needed to under-
stand the history of film, 
phototography, sound and a 
lot more. We cannot learn 
the new aspects of life if 
we are focused only on the 
present. Because those who 
do not learn from history are 
doomed to repeat it.

Dasvi: Social comedy or social commentary?
Payal Dhauria

Inspired by the story of for-
mer Haryana chief minister 
Om Prakash Chautala, who 
appeared for the Class X ex-
amination at the age of 86, 
Dasvi starts with Ganga Ram 
Chaudhary, played by Abhishek 
Bachchan, being put in custo-
dy because of his involvement 
in teacher recruitment scams. 
The jail superintendent, Jyo-
ti Dehshwal, played by Yami 
Gautam, makes Chaudhary do 
carpentry after she feels dis-
pleased about Chaudhary get-
ting VIP treatment for being an 
influential political figure in the 
area. This social comedy, writ-
ten by Ritesh Shah and directed 
by Tushar Jalota, follows this 
man appearing for the Class X 
board examination from prison 
and the shenanigans leading up 
to that moment. 
 The bright colours 
and costumes used in the movie 
give it a look of a classic Bolly-
wood commercial movie, sepa-
rating it from the herd of all the 
intense thrillers that had gone 
up in number in the last couple 
of years. The film plays with the 

plot, without taking itself seri-
ously and keeping it light-heart-
ed enough for the audience to 
enjoy while showcasing im-
portant issues about importance 
of education, manhandling of 
power and even going into a 
discussion of caste discrimina-
tion with the help of characters 
that the audience can resonate 
with.
 The cast might seem 
out of place at first glance but all 
the performers gave their best 
and fit their roles. Yami Gautam 
as the IPS officer, Jyoti Desh-
wal and Abhishek Bachchan 
as the main protagonists, again 

prove that they are versatile 
actors. Nimrat Kaur as Ganga 
Ram’s wife, Vimla Devi, shifts 
smoothly in her role from a tim-
id housewife to a power-hungry 
political leader. All three pro-
tagonists have polarised roles 
but none of them overpowers 
each other throughout the mov-
ie. As it is rare to see a typical 
Bollywood film on OTT plat-
forms, the movie definitely tries 
to round up a lot of issues and 
that had caused a fair amount 
of disbalance in the screenplay, 
achieving an average reaction 
from critics and mixed respons-
es from the audience due to a lot 

of jokes falling flat.
 While the cinematog-
raphy and editing were precise, 
the soundtrack by Sachin-Jigar, 
while working well with scenes 
of the movie, was not well re-
ceived by the audience.But, de-
spite the fast pace of the mov-
ie, it manages to get the point 
across about how education can 
change a person’s point of view 
and the importance to develop 
good relationships with people 
who are willing to help you and 
even call you out when done 
something wrong. It shows that 
at the end of the day your result 
will pay off.

RRR : One where you use your hands as weapons
Shampa Dey

The highly-anticipated Roudram 
Ranam Rudhiram RRR (2022) 
has been released.
RRR stands for “Rise Roar Re-
volt”, it is a Telugu-language 
movie directed by S.S.Rajamou-
li, edited by A. Sreekar Prasad 
and produced by D.V.V. enter-
tainment. This movie brings 
together two Telugu superstars, 
Ram Charan and N.T.Rama Rao 
Jr, playing the revolutionary 
characters Alluri Sitarama Raju 
and Komaram Bheem. The film 
tells a story between two leg-
endary revolutionaries and their 
journey for freedom, since they 
start fighting back against British 
colonialism. This movie shows 
the life of the freedom fighters 
when they were away from their 
homes. RRR runs two perspec-
tives of the story but the intention 
is carrying one reason, that is to 
rescue the Indians from British 
empowerment. 
 The flim potrays two 
characters: one is ‘fire’ - an angry, 
young police officer Ramaraju 
who is revered and feared by the 
British. He is the one who obeys 
all the orders by the British gov-
ernment wholeheartedly and yet 

he is the one who’s never given 
enough respect due to the colour 
of his skin. But still he worked for 
the British, because his intention 
is to get a promotion as special 
officer and get all the weapons, 
so that he could build a true na-
tion and to fight against the Brit-
ish, which was the biggest dream 
of his father Venkata Rama Raju 
(Ajay Devgan), where he said 
“Mera jung hi mera wajood hai”. 
He sacrifices his life for his fami-
ly and the entire villagers. 
 On the other hand, 
there is the sweet, simple, in-
nocent Bheem, as ‘water’, who 
has brute strength, but he uses it 
only when it has real purpose. He 
enters the city to rescue a young 
girl, Malli, who had been tak-
en away by Lady Scott (Alison 
Doody), when Malli was making 
design on her hand. For their own 
needs and mental peace, she was 
kept captive there. That is just the 
beginning of the story. So that’s 
the reason Komaram Bheem, at 
the risk of his own life, caught 
wild animals, to make his own 
team so that he can attack Scott’s 
Haveli and save Malli from them. 
There is the emotional core in 
Malli. There are even a few 
laughs when Bheem tries to be a 

friend of Jennifer and the songs 
will make you smile. “Aajgar aur 
Baaz ki dosti, chattan aur toofan 
ki dosti” says the deeper emotion 
of this friendship.
 Bheem always used 
to fight for the village people, 
so that one of them finds it im-
perative to warn the British that 
he’s not to be taken lightly. Ra-
maraju might seem like a well-
trained soldier who will follow 
instructions blindly, but he also 
seems to have a past, but his un-
cle (Samuthirakani) knows about 
Scott (Ray Stevenson) who was 
a high-ranked British personnel 
and hates Indians and used to say 
a bullet is costlier than a Indian’s 
life.But Jennifer (Olivia Morris) 
seems more empathetic. This is 
not the freedom movement where 
you turn the other cheek; this is 
the one where you use your hands 
as weapons. The way Ramaraju’s 
fiancee Sita (Alia Bhatt) is woven 
into the narrative, Ram Charan’s 
transformation to another look 
was smooth sailing. After the 
way Bheem is set up effortlessly 
despite nothing much being told, 
the climax leaves more to be de-
sired. 
 The good thing, how-
ever, is that the film manages 

to surprise you. A commercial, 
action drama that will keep you 
thoroughly entertained, which it 
exactly does. N.T.Rama Rao Jr is 
charming as Bheem, especially in 
the emotional bits and his desper-
ation to find Malli comes through 
well, so does his love for Ra-
maraju. When one cheats on the 
other, the honest love between 
the two will warm your heart. 
Ram Charan also does well, 
pouring soul into the transforma-
tions his character goes through. 
Tarak and Charan’s roles require 
them to have chemistry, which 
they do well. The most important 
moment is when Bheem tolerates 
the torture of police, but still does 
not kneel down. He endures all 
the hardship and reassures the 
people and gives courage to the 
public to fight against the Brit-
ish movement. Alia Bhatt, Oliv-
ia Morris, Samuthirakani, Ajay 
Devgn, Shriya Saran and others 
play their parts well. Olivia man-
ages to win your heart through 
her empathetic nature. Alison and 
Ray Stevenson also plays an im-
portant role in the movie.

But watch this one if you’ve been 
longing for a good action-packed 
drama.

Are Test matches too boring?
Anubhab Khastagir

According to psychologists, 
nearly 85 per cent of people 
across the world don’t like 
Test cricket. The amount of 
time required to complete a 
Test Match is basically the 
reason behind not liking this 
format.
 A Test match does 
not lend itself to too many 
sixes and fours! 
 As a result, a Test 
match is less enjoyable for 
some fans who prefer the 
shorter formats of cricket, like 
t20 and ODIs, rather than the 
longer one.
 Actually, Test crick-
et is the ultimate format of 
cricket, which actually shows  
a player’s ability to play the 
gentleman’s game. Coaches 
have been qioted as saying, 
“If you do not get a chance to 
play Test cricket at the inter-
national level, then you will 
not be recognized as an inter-
national cricketer”. That gives 

us enough indication about 
the importance of Test crick-
et. 
 In a Test match, we 

actually witness the phenom-
enal changes of the pitch as 
the day passes on, depending 
upon the type of pitch. A hard 

pitch offers more bounce and 
speed, a dry pitch generates 
more spin, while a green pitch 
induces both swing and spin.

 Test cricket de-
fines a player’s character as 
well as tests their patience 
and devotion for the game. A 
Test match gives us a chance 
each day to bounce back and 
to rectify the mistakes that we 
have made the previous day/s, 
which we cannot expect in the 
shortest format of cricket.
 In conclusion, we 
should understand the es-
sence of Test cricket rather 
than only paying attention to 
the shortest format of cricket. 
If we think over this whole 
process deeply, then we will 
definitely understand that not 
only does the shortest format 
of cricket provide us with 
entertainment, so does Test 
cricket. 
 In fact, Test match-
es are reputedly able to give 
us the joy and entertainment 
that we so desperately seek in 
the game of cricket.
 Anubhab is a first-
year student of Pharmaceuti-
cal Technology


